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Register today: worldportsconference.com

A world-class, in-person event in Vancouver bringing
together leading port stakeholders to close the gaps in
global seaport competitiveness #ClosetheGaps
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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Dangerous
approach

INES NASTALI
Editor

FRANK LENNOX-MILLARD
Freelance journalist

The lives and conditions of port workers through history have
been remarkably under-researched, and port-side working
comes a poor third after ships and crew in studies. Although
conditions differed according to location and the types of
goods coming in and going out, the origins of ports and

harbors, and their relationship with natural topography and
tides were not so different and one suspects the same about

the types of people drawn to and utilized by ports.
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M
ore than 100,000 people live streamed planes
landing in gale forcewinds in London on 18
February. I was one of them.

While I was fascinated by the sheer force aircrafts
endured, and the expertise shown by the pilots, two inci-
dents that also took place on that day involving another
formof transport closer to home caughtmy attention.
Earlier, Boskalis was called to provide emergency re-

sponse assistance for two ships that had caught fire – car
carrier Felicity Ace near the Azores andGrimaldi-operated
Euroferry Olympia near theGreek island of Corfu.
These incidents also caught the public’s interest, mainly

due to the precious cargo of the car carrier including
Bentleys, Audis, and Porsches.
However, under different circumstances,many of these

incidents happen out at seawhere there are no lives-
treams and ongoingmedia coverage.
That said, some ports such as Amsterdam,Miami, or

Helsinki offer livestreams of operations in port to show
off the skills of pilots – another beloved procrastination
pastime ofmine is towatch compilations of harrowing
pilot transfers – aswell as tug operators navigate to put
ships in place.
I would therefore argue that visibility creates account-

ability. Hence, these incidents caughtmy attention for
another reason.

The news of the fires on board Felicity Ace and
Euroferry Olympiamademe think of how resilient the
maritime transport sector is.
Firstly, they are another reminder to the industry that

fighting for resources between tugs needed to guide ships
in ports and firefighting is inevitable, resulting in disrup-
tions of port operations should the ships be brought into
ports (readmore on this on page 26).
Secondly, the issuewith car carrier fires is how inacces-

sible the vessel is once it is fully loaded.
In this context, withmore electric vehicles (EV) being

produced and shipped, another issue presents itself. “In
the event of a lithium-ion battery catching fire, it is impor-
tant to note that such a fire reaches very high tempera-
tures, produces toxic gases, and is inextinguishable,” the
German FederalMinistry of Transport warned as far back
as 2013.While the cause of the aforementioned fires has
yet to be determined, any lithium-ion batteries of onboard
vehicles would keep the fire alive for days.
It is therefore pertinent for ports to prepare to tackle

potential incidents as I fear it is just amatter of time until
a car carrier carrying EVswill go up in flames in a port –
and thatmight not go unnoticed by the public.
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STEPHEN COUSINS
Freelance journalist

Backers of advanced nuclear propulsion have built a
compelling case for the wider use of atomic ships, including
more stringent safety and security measures designed to
address the risks associated with existing technologies. Are
ports and wider supply chains ready or indeed willing to
accept these vessels as part of a low-carbon future?

SHEMOIRERE
Freelance journalist

Kenya’s fast-growing economy, with an anticipated gross
domestic product increase of nearly 5% in 2021 comes with

the East African country’s desire to design and deploy
modern logistical technology and gateways that ensure

faster, uninterrupted access to the international market for its
exports and imports as evidenced by two new key projects.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH REBECA GRYNSPAN

Fostering
prosperity

R
ebeca Grynspan has been the UN
Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment’s (UNCTAD) eighth secretary
general since 13 September 2021. The
Costa Rican is the first woman to lead
the organization.

Over the past sixmonths,Grynspanhas set out her
plans for the organization’s path forward, one ofwhich is to
reduce transaction costs for trade in developing states and
ease trade facilitation.This is something that themember
states, especially small island states, have asked for.
Second on the list is to strengthenUNCTAD’s statistical

work. “Part ofmymessage is that UNCTAD is a statistical
powerhouse. And Iwill establish an independent statis-
tical unit in UNCTADwithin the division of trade and
logistics,” Grynspan said to P&H.
Such news is welcomed by IAPHmanaging director,

Patrick Verhoeven, who remarked that themaritime
industry is “notorious” for its lack of statistical and com-
parable data. “I thinkUNCTAD is one of the few institutes
that collectsmore than just cargo statistics,” he said.
Fittingly, the IAPHhas its own ambitions to increase

the amount of port operational data via itsWorld Ports
Tracker, whichwill officially be launched during the
World Ports Conference in Vancouver from 16 to 18May.

Dual shock
TheCOVID-19 pandemic also brought to light “the asym-
metries in this area.Weknowhow important the efficiency
in ports is for development.Ononehand youhavemodern

infrastructure and indeveloping countries, in least devel-
oped and small island states, they don’t have strength in
volume. So, the gaps arewidening. But howcanweclose
those gaps?” asked theUNCTADsecretary general.
In addition, those countries have faced steep price hikes

owing to inflation rates aswell as scarcity issues because
of the lack of volume being transported.Thismakes not
only trade development and competitiveness difficult, but
also the lives of citizens in those countries.
Showing how important access to data is show the pro-

jections of theUNCTADMaritime Review, published in
November 2021. Based on the collected trade data, the re-
view sets out a forecast formaritime trade. “Unfortunately,
we camevery close to realitywith our projections.We
projected a general price rise of 1.5%because ofmaritime
transport costs. But for small islanddeveloping states, the
figurewasfive timeshigher, so 7.5%due to thedisruptionof
global value chains,”Grynspan explained.
Consequently, in addition to the initial shock caused

by the disruption of the pandemic, developing stateswere
hit with another caused by the supply chain crunch. She
added, “Howdo you counteract something like this?”
Grynspan’s experience as an economist, politician, and

special adviser will help her answer this question. She
holds degrees in economics from theUniversity of Costa
Rica and theUniversity of Sussex, UK.
Prior to her career at theUnitedNations, Grynspan

served as the vice president of Costa Rica from 1994 to
1998. Shewas alsominister of housing, coordinator of eco-
nomic and social affairs, and deputyminister of finance.
In 2021, shewas named the special international advis-

er to the newly created Economic and Social Council of
Argentina andwas invited to join as amember of theG20
High-Level Independent Panel on Financing theGlobal
Commons for Pandemic Preparedness and Response.
“Weneed toprepare for thenextwave andhow tobe

more resilient in termsof infrastructure and logistics and
take advantage of the experiencewehave gatheredover
these terrible times,”Grynspan said.

Sixmonths intoher role as secretary general of the
UNConferenceonTradeandDevelopment, Rebeca
Grynspancatchesupwith IAPHmanagingdirector
PatrickVerhoevenon trade facilitation andfinancing
INES NASTALI
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This, again,mirrors the approach the IAPH is takingwith
its pre-World PortsConferenceworkshops that take place
betweenFebruary andMarch todiscuss priorities in the
different IAPH regions.
The association alsoworks to #CloseTheGaps – the

theme it has chosen for the upcoming conference –
around efficiency, digitalization, or connectivity.

Unitedwith onevoice
This regional approach is echoed byGrynspan. “This is
one of the tendencieswe have seen.More
regional and shorter value chains and
diversified sources of goods. Thosewill be
part of the new trends.”
UNCTAD’s research already showed

that regional agreementsweremore resil-
ient during the pandemic. “Regionswere
able to reactmore quickly and take advan-
tage of the collective strength to react to
the crisis,” Grynspan said.
However, this regionalization comes

with its own challenges, she said, a fact
she learned during her time as a politi-
cian. “You have to bring financialmodels
forward and distribute costs in terms of
infrastructure,” she explained.
TheUNCTAD secretary general would therefore like to

bring another line of partners into this discussion – the
development banks. “They have to change their financing
models to be closer to the needs of the infrastructure and

logistics of different governments,” Grynspan said.
“I come fromCentral America so I knowwhatwe’re

talking about.The good thing in Central America is that
you have Panama,” she added, laughing.
Prior to her UNCTADappointment, Grynspan headed

up the the trade support agency Ibe-
ro-AmericanGeneral Secretariat from
2014 to 2021, again the first woman to lead
the organization.
In 2010, shewas appointed the under

secretary general of theUnitedNations
and associate administrator of theUnited
NationsDevelopment Program (UNDP),
and prior to that shewas theUNDP
regional director for Latin America and
the Caribbean.
In addition to her experience as a lec-

turer and adviser to several international
organizations, she has been involved in
UN initiatives, such as theMillennium

Project’s Task Force on Poverty and Economic Develop-
ment and the high-level panel on financing for develop-
ment. To her, working with stakeholders on financing is
a vital key.
“You need collaboration and the development banks

Pictured: (L-R) TheWorld Tourism Organization secretary general
Zurab Pololikashivilli, Grynspan,, and Inter-American Development
Bank president Mauricio Claver-Caroneyparticipate in the Future of
TourismWorld Summit in Barcelona, Spain, on 26 October 2021.

“The short
term and
long term
start at the
same time.”

REBECA GRYNSPAN,
Secretary general,
UNCTAD
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are very well placed to try and innovate
and bring out different models of financ-
ing.We have tomake an effort together
to bring this to their attention,” she called
on the IAPH for support.
Citing the Trans-European network

as an example, Verhoeven sees supra-
national cooperation as a way to define
priorities – albeit having to fight interests
from a number of countries withmaybe
conflicting opinions on what those
should be.
For him, itwould also be key to offer theultimate port

customer a seat at the table.While relationswith shipping
companies and terminal operators are good, hewould like
to reachout to freight forwarders, and those that “ultimate-
ly decidewhere the cargo goes,” he said.

Distributingpower
Tomake trade relations between all these stakeholders
easier – and affordable –Grynspan also looks to remove
trade barriers, lower transaction costs, and set up nation-
al single windows and cooperationwith customs unions.
She sees UNCTADas ideal facilitator to foster this.
Using the example of updating theUNAutomated Sys-

tem for CustomsData program for import and export to
include an electronic single window system in Barbados
inOctober 2021, 30 institutions and departments had to
sign transaction papers – a bureaucratic feat in such a
small place.The updated system is hoped to bring those
stakeholders together, virtually.
“Inmany countries, I think it should beport authorities

that have a central role to connect thedifferent actors in the
port community, but it’s not always evident that theyhave
that competence and are allowed to,” Verhoeven added.
Grynspan agreed, saying, “Who is the final authority to

decide, that is always a problem.” During her timeworking
in the financeministry of Costa Rica, Grynspan tackled
exactly those issues, enablingmore efficient trade and
reducing customs costs.
Remembering those times, she laughed, “I understand.

I’ve suffered personally.Therewas nothingmore difficult
than customsworks.”
Building on this momentum, in 2021, the IAPH picked

up work with theWorld Customs Organization to estab-
lish common guidelines on cooperation between port
and customs authorities.
“I expect that those guidelines will come out in the

second half of this year,” Verhoeven said.

Pledgingher agency’s support, Grynspan
said, “I thinkUNCTADcandomore to
bring all actors together, to strengthen the
opportunities at the global level.”

Bridging short and long term
Apart from digitizing trade, the other big
focus area of every global industry is of
course decarbonization. The UNCTAD
secretary general also hopes to estab-
lish programs that are not just seen as
“another non-tariff trade barrier,” which

some developing states have warned of.
“The development of the industry into a sustainable

one is an agenda we cannot avoid and that we have to
work on together,” Grynspan said.
Verhoeven, in response, warned of the gap between

developing and developed states that has been seen
within IMO discussions on the topic and especially
when it comes to allocating funds from potential mar-
ket-basedmeasures.
“We had some controversial proposals in the IMO. It

doesn’t make sense to set up a tax for money that will
go to you when the problem and environmental damage
is done somewhere else. You have to invest where the
damage is done,” Grynspan said.
Consequently, when the damage is done in developing

states or ports, investments need to be done there. “If
you put a tax in Europe and themoney stays there, what
good does that do?”
Responding to this thought, Verhoeven said that a

global measure is therefore the way forward. However,
progress on this level is slow.
“I have been very frankwith the European countries

on this issue and from an economic point of view, they
cannot dispute it.They understand but they don’t have
the solution as it’s very easy to put a tax on foreign goods
than to givemoremoney for the transformation of other
countries. So, if we’re talking about a global public good,
you have to finance it accordingly,” Grynspan said.
Citing another lesson learnt fromher time in govern-

ment, she added, “The short and the long term start at the
same time. Sometimes, people look at the long term as a
successive cycle, but you have to think about both at the
same time. Here, this would be the financingmodel.”
Hence, she calls on developed states to support the

transformation and prevent further environmental
degradation in developing countries. “That’s self-defeating
in the end,” she concluded.

“A global
measure is
the way
forward”

PATRICKVERHOEVEN,
Managing director,
IAPH
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PERSPECTIVE RISK AND RESILIENCE

Adapt and prepare –
weathering the storm

W
hen it comes to the risks associat-
ed with climate change and
extreme weather, ports, marinas,

harbors, and shipyards face amultitude of
challenges. Because of their locations along
open coasts or in low-lying estuaries and
deltas, they are exposed to various natural
hazards, such as rising sea levels, storm
surges, waves, and winds. Combined with
the pandemic, an ever-increasing drive to
improve sustainability, and the need to
adapt to the physical impacts of climatic
changes, ports and harbors are now facing a
plethora of challenges across every aspect
of their operations.

In recent years, global changes in
climate and weather extremes have had
a measurable impact on the economic
effectiveness of vital maritime hubs. In
October 2021, cargo ship Zim Kingston

lost more than 100 containers overboard
in gale force conditions off the coast of
British Columbia. Meanwhile, a new study
by the US National Center for Atmospheric
Research predicts that if greenhouse gas
emissions are not reduced, 90% of ports
will be facing severely increased economic
pressures by 2100. The study highlights
the most affected ports are likely to be in
the Pacific Islands, Caribbean, and Indian
Ocean, followed closely by ports in the
North African Mediterranean and Arabian
Peninsula, covering the vast majority of
essential global maritime hubs.

Keeping trademoving
When port operations are halted or delayed,
the resulting effects are felt across the
entire supply chain. This was recently high-
lighted by lengthy port delays caused by a

combination of factors, including COVID-19
and staff shortages, which then had a
measurable economic impact across the
global logistical supply chain, threatening
the delivery of goods and services across
the world.

Extremeweather risks
The challenge for ports and harbors is to plan
for climate risks that could threaten opera-
tions. For example, frequent andmore severe
storms can cause damage to infrastructure
from erosion and storm surge inundation.
This can be costly, with operators having to
increasemaintenance or replace key elements
of the port itself, particularly where existing
coastal defense structures are no longer fit
for purpose. Additionally, significant long-
term increases in water levels could lead to
navigational constraints and could render
berths unusable or unsafe, which in turn
could mean limited port capacity, affecting
business performance and continuity of
ports. However, adapting to changes in
water levels is difficult given the unpredicta-
bility surrounding the rate of sea level rises,
as well as the practicalities of replacing or
updating the infrastructure.

Considerations must also bemade for
wider port operations outside of vessel man-
agement processes. For example, threats
related to higher temperatures can create
new challenges within port-side operations,

008-009_PH_22_No2_Perspective.indd 08008-009_PH_22_No2_Perspective.indd 08 2/24/2022 12:19:08 PM2/24/2022 12:19:08 PM
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GREG FISK is the global lead for
climate risk and resilience at BMT.
He has been an accomplished
climate change planner with
BMT’s climate and environment
business since 2017. He holds
a bachelor’s degree in marine
science affairs and a master’s
degree in marine policy.

SHIVAPRAKASHRAO is the head
of Engineering and Consulting,
Asia, at BMT. He is a chemical
engineering graduate from the
National Institute of Technology
Karnataka, India, and a recipient of
an executiveMBA in finance from
the Singapore campus of SP Jain’s
School of Global Management.
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with the thermal impact to load-bearing
equipment and paved surfaces creating the
risk of equipment failures or unusable roads
and railway lines.

Knowledge is power
For port operators, effective preparation
and risk management should therefore
center around the ability to bridge data and
knowledge gaps. They need to understand
every aspect of the operational manage-
ment of vital equipment and infrastructure,
giving them the ability to plan and create
effective risk-management strategies.

Key to enabling this will be the applica-
tion of reliable, cost-effective technologies,
combined with knowledgeable consultancy
that can support operators in applying
technologies and newer ways of working in
an efficient and effective way. By accurately
assessing their operations and equipment
andmaking informed decisions, ports and
harbors can build resilience against climate
change and extreme weather, thereby pro-
tecting the future of their operations.

Effective and accurate monitoring of as-
sets and infrastructure allows operators to
conduct detailed vulnerability assessments.
This allows for accurate maintenance,
adaption, and risk management planning
through identifying and gathering critical
information needed for informed decision
making. As a key part of this, it is essential

to ensure staff have the training they need
to enable them to create frameworks that
will ensure compliance without affecting
operations. Ports and harbors should carry
out thorough risk assessments across their
assets and operations, allowing operators
to create management processes that best
meet the needs of the business. This way,
potential risks will be identified and planned
for, while cost and operational impacts can
also be forecast and understood.

While climate change and the escalation
of extreme weather events have long been
on the agenda, recent storm events and the
impact of COVID-19 have placed a new
emphasis on the scale and breadth of the
challenges port operators are facing. With
the increased likelihood that these extreme
weather events will continue to intensify in
frequency and severity, and with the
regulatory drive continuing to place growing
pressures on budgets and operations, ports
and harbors must plan and protect their
assets, people, and infrastructures.
However, this does not have tomean a
major shift in operational practices.
Effective adaptation to climate change and
extreme weather risk can be achieved by
taking a holistic approach to asset and
infrastructuremonitoring andmaintenance.
This way, port operators can adapt to
quickly evolving conditions and prepare
effective risk management strategies.
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FEATURE NUCLEAR SHIPPING

Emerging
technology

Regulations being introduced in theUnited Kingdomcould lay the
groundwork for a new era of nuclear-poweredmerchant vessels,
but before that, longstanding safety and security concerns need to
be addressed to seewhat are the implications for UK ports,most of

which have no experience of nuclear vessels
STEPHEN COUSINS

N
o nuclear-powered ships currently sail
under theUK flag or visit UK ports
–with the exception of submarines
– but that could changewith the
introduction of a legislation to facilitate
the uptake of the clean-burning but

environmentally damaging and controversial fuel.
In early 2022, theUK government consulted on the

proposedMerchant Shipping (Nuclear Ships) Regulations
2021, whichwill transpose Chapter VIII of the SOLAS con-
vention intoUK law.The intention is to establish a legal
framework for nuclear ships, which could open the door to
a new generation of nuclear-propelledmerchant vessels.
The argument for introducing zero-emissions nuclear

energy into the fuelmix is compelling. Shipping is one of
theworld’s biggest polluters andmore progress needs to
bemade to cut pollution, particularly in theUnited King-
dom,which has set the ambition to hit net zero by 2050.
This case study is therefore applicable to ports around

theworld, which are looking to establish similar regula-
tions in the near future.

What’s out there
LNG, currently the sector’smost strongly supported alter-
native to polluting heavy fuel oil, is only capable of a 23%
reduction in greenhouse gases, comparedwith current
oil-basedmarine fuels.
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Meanwhile, other zero-emissions fuels face technical
hurdles, such as the need for a reliable source of renewable
power for theirmanufacture and the need for investment
in technical development.
Nuclear power, by contrast, has been in use for decades

in vessels such as ice breakers, aircraft carriers, and sub-
marines.The fuel is so long lasting, it can power vessels for
yearswithout refueling, removing operational cost and de-
lays associatedwith doing so for conventional fossil fuels.

Launchcode
However,mention thewords nuclear power tomany
people and it will trigger thoughts of global disasters, such
as Chernobyl and Fukushima, and a legacy of radioactive
waste that could remain for thousands of years.
Environmental campaigners have expressed concern

over the safety and security risks posed by thewidespread
use of nuclear vessels, and an incident in a port could
endanger the local population and poison thewater.
Jan Haverkamp, nuclear expert at Greenpeace Central

and Eastern Europe, explained to P&H, “The use of nu-
clear reactors at sea has the same drawbacks as nuclear
reactors used on land for electricity production.There
are waste problems, risks of accidents,
and the risk of nuclear proliferation if the
technology gets beyond the five nuclear
weapons states.” He added, “The sea is
inherentlymore unpredictable than land
and problems seenwith nuclear icebreak-
ers or submarines would also apply to
merchant vessels.”
However, the case for nuclear-powered

ships has grown in recent years as a re-
sponse to climate change, escalating fuel
costs, and advances in technology that
promise tomake reactors less dangerous
and their waste less toxic.
In addition to incorporating Chapter VIII of SOLAS,

which sets out the basic requirements for nuclear-pow-
eredmerchant shipswith especial attention to radiation
hazards, it will recognize the IMO’s Code of Safety for Nu-
clearMerchant Ships (theNuclear Code) adopted in 1981.
TheNuclear Code places particular importance on the

approval of nuclear reactor installation on ships, its suit-
ability for use on board, and the safety assessment of the
nuclear plant to prevent unreasonable levels of radiation.
The government consultation on the regulation ended

inOctober 2021 and the finalized legislationwas to be
introduced inDecember 2021; however, this was delayed
to an undisclosed date later this year.The consultation
document puts an emphasis on the potential role for
nuclear as a zero-emissions fuel. In theUK, domestic
shipping emitted 5.4millionmetric tons of CO2 in 2019,
equivalent to 1% of all domestic emissions – theUKdoes
notmeasure emissions from international shipping. How-
ever, the consultation also states that nuclear power is not
currently listed in theUKCleanMaritime Plan for future
decarbonization, and its relatively high costs and unique
featuresmean it is “not expected to bewidely rolled out
for traditional shipping.”

At the same time, the nuclear route promises to deliver
attractive time and fuel cost savings over the long term.
Reactor cores produce a significant amount of power and
can operate for years without refueling.
This is an immediate advantage over next-generation

fuels, such as ammonia or LNG,which are designed to
run in regular diesel engines, as well as hydrogen or bat-
tery-powered ships.
ProfessorMichael Fitzpatrick, pro-vice-chancellor for

Engineering, Environment, andComputing at Coven-
try University, UK, and an expert in the field of nuclear
energy, said, “Nuclear is ideal for vessels that need to travel
very long distances, or even for ferries where regular refue-
ling is considered a hassle.”

Moltenmiddle
Nuclear is a decades-old technology, but new entrants
into themarket are spearheading advanced small mod-
ular reactors (SMR) designed to enhance operation and
cost-effectiveness, as well as address safety concerns.
Compact SMRs were initially conceived as an alterna-
tive to traditional nuclear power stations and can be
combined in different configurations tomatch specific

power demands. Factory manufacture
would eradicate the need for major con-
struction projects.
TheUK’s newnuclear regulationswere

devised, in part, to take the latter into ac-
count, explainedGwilymStone, assistant
director for ship standards at theMaritime
andCoastguardAgency.
He said, “Previous international regula-

tionswere entirely based on the assump-
tion that anymaritime nuclear reactor
designwould be a formof pressurised
water reactor.This then excluded recent

developments in nuclear technology thatmay provide
better solutions.”
Danish firm Seaborg Technologies is currently adapting

SMR technology for themaritime sector and is planning
a series ofmodular power bargeswith reactors based on
molten salt technology designed to generate between 200
MWand 800MWof electricity.
A consortium involvingUK-based Core Power and

nuclear innovation company TerraPower, chaired by
Microsoft founder Bill Gates, is creating a prototype
marine-molten salt reactor for use inmerchant ships
and other applications.The reactor contains chemically
purified salt that ismelted at a very high temperature and
blendedwith an oxide powder containing non-weapons
grade fissilematerial enriched fromuranium-235.This
makes it capable of exceptional fuel efficiency, claims
Core Power, with over 95% of energy in the fuel consumed,
versus less than 1% in a conventional reactor.
Loss of coolant in a conventional reactor can cause ac-

cidents, leading to a chain reaction that generates explo-
sive heat. If anm-MSRmalfunctions and the temperature
starts to rise, drain plugsmelt and the entire load of liquid
core fuel is poured into passive drain tanks linked to an
ultimate heat sink, keeping them cool and unreactive.

“Nuclear is ideal for
vessels where regular
refueling would be
considered a hassle”
PROF MICHAEL FITZPATRICK
Coventry University, UK
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Mikal Bøe, chairman andCEOof Core Power explained
to P&H, “The fuel is locked into the coolant, so you can’t
have a loss of coolantwithout stopping the reactor.”
He said, “In otherwords, you can’t have a loss of coolant

accent, that is physically impossible.”
The reactor’s high fuel efficiency alsominimises the

amount of radioactivewaste generated and it can be
configured to run on spent nuclear fuels. Turningwaste
into clean energy closes the fuel cycle andwould solve the
issue of what to dowith nuclear waste, said Bøe.
“When a vessel is decommissioned aftermore than

30 years, the fuel in the reactor could be used again and
again in next generations of reactors,” he added.
“Theoretically if therewere 1000s of ships installed

with these reactors, the fuel would continue to operate in
subsequent generations of ships, significantly reducing
the need to keepmining formore uranium.”

Not convinced
However, anti-nuclear campaigners remain unconvinced
by the safety claims coming from tech disruptors in the
nuclear powermarket.
“Improvements to nuclear technology remain on paper

and are notmakingme very optimistic that the riskwill
ever be at an acceptable level,” saidHaverkamp.
“If theUK is embarking on the commercial use of nu-

clear in the shipping industry, it will take at least a decade
before ships become available, whereaswe already have a
head start with alternative clean fuel technologies, such
as electric propulsion and ammonia.There really isn’t a
reason to saywe have to do this, we have to take these
risks because there is no otherway.”

Risks for ports
The advent of nuclearmerchant shippingwould also force
ports to reassess their own risks andmodes of operation
before giving the thumbs up to being visited. There are
implications around safe navigation, as well as the infra-
structure needed for safety inspections, or for when ships
arrivewith a problem that needs investigation or repair.
However, the lack of refueling could free up berth

capacitymuch quicker.
Portsmay also have to look at their legal powers in rela-

tion to nuclear ships, explainedMark Simmons, director
of Policy&External Affairs at British Ports Association.
“UK ports are legally obliged to accept ships carrying legal
cargo sowewould probably need to look in some detail
at what powers harbormasters have regarding nuclear
ships – do theywant these vessels coming in and do they
have any choice?” he asked.The fact thatmost ports are
close to centers of population raises clear safety concerns
if an incident or leakwere to occur, port would also need
to respond to the concerns of local communities. “Ports
would have to think about how they communicatewith
local people to ensure they know it is safe and that people
are getting the right information because I imagine there
could be a lot ofmisinformation circulating about the
dangers of nuclear ships,” Simmons said.
These concerns and the stigma associatedwith nuclear

powerwill need to be sufficiently addressed if the
technology is to play amore significant role in theUK, and
beyond, in the years ahead.

Above: A nuclear-powered icebreaker sailing on a river in Russia.
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It was through my father, who was a shipping agent and
forwarder, that acquired my affinity for the harbor. I stud-
ied maritime law and worked for a private company in the

port. As a member of the Flemish parliament, I committed myself
to the port committee, although the old boys club preferred to
gently push me toward softer subjects.

It is no secret that the position as alderman for the
port is a dream come true. And yes, I am the very first
female port alderman, nonetheless I am certainly not
the only woman who has made her ascent within the
harbor in recent years. More and more women are
doing so in all kinds of domains.

Many think of the port in terms of the stereotyp-
ical image of men lugging around heavy bags. Our
port workers are crucial, of course, but the port is so
much more. Furthermore, the jobs are diverse — commercial
positions, operators, lab technicians, IT experts, customs personnel,
and drivers.

We emphasize the versatility of our port to attract more women
and this approach works. We have the numbers to prove this. At the
Port of Antwerp itself, the male-female split is now 73–27%, but by

2022, we will see an increase in new employees that will shift the
split to 69–31%. There will also be a slight increase in the number of
operational personnel.

Remarkably, if you do not include those numbers, the proportion
of women at the Port of Antwerp is 61%. If you look at the extend-

ed leadership team, the distribution is 59%men and 41%
women. The board of directors of the Port of Antwerp,
which I chair, has seven men and five women. In other
words, the concept of the male bastion is also fading
out in leadership positions.

At the same time, I emphasize that I do not like to
underline male-female differences. In 2022, I believe
that gender or any other distinguishing factor should

not play a role in the assessment of an individual’s skills
or capabilities.

Fortunately, this evolution has been set in a large part of the
Port of Antwerp, which I consider as a good thing.

A healthy representation of women at all levels seems to me as
something that should be obvious in 2022. Everybody should be
evaluated on their own merits. The right person for the right
position in the best of the sectors — that is what it is all about.

Yes, it becomes better! Yes, we can domore! These aremy
answers to the questions around diversity and equal chance for
all. ElisabethMarvel once said, “If you can see it, you can be it.”

This quote applies to everyone and yet in an unequal society, women are
still underrepresented inmany crucial and decisive functions, especial-
ly in business and politics.

In Germany promotingwomen in leadership roles has
been a challenge over the decades. However, emerging
regulations such as equal care for children, partner-
ship bonus programs, flexible workingmodels, and
temporary pause on executivemandate, has opened
many possibilities of how family life could be organized
without sacrificingwomen’s career development.

Therewas a long debate formany years about the
mandatory quota of women executives. Since thewillingness
of companies on a voluntary basis is low, the German government
hasmandated that all DAX-companies appoint at least one-third of
women boardmembers at the executive level. Additionally, the potential
of womenwho pursue their careers can be nurtured via good platforms
to grow and opportunities to show their capabilities like significant
projects or lead responsibility in organizations; followed bymentors and

promoters; and of course their own strongwills.
At the Hamburg Port Authority (HPA), we recognize these key success

factors and have been implementing differentmeasures within the
organization to sustainably develop our female staff. With great support
from the executives — JensMeier, CEO of the HPA, IAPH vice president

for Europe, and interim vice president for Africa, the HPA has
initiatedmany programs to promote diversity across the
organization. There aremany initiatives and networks at
the local and international level that help navigate and
mentor womenwho strive formanagement positions
within our industry likeWomen’s International Shipping
& Trading Association (WISTA),Women inMobility, or
theWomen’s Forumof the IAPH. As an activemember

of such networks, I realize that there is still a lot of room
for improvement, startingwith tasks like the selection of par-

ticipants in a panel discussion for conferences, appointment of top
management positions in a company, countering the stereotypical image
when selecting professions such as captain, technician, or engineer.
Women are not in by default, regardless of quota.

The status of real equality of chance for diversity is still a vision. Let us
work further together tomake it reality.

DR. PHANTHIAN ZUESONGDHAM | Head of division, Port Process Solution, Hamburg Port Authority

THEDEBATE

ANNICK DE RIDDER | Vice Mayor, Port of Antwerp

Haveyou seenwomenoccupy seniorC-level andboardmember
roles in your port or port-relatedorganization in thepast three years?
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POLL RESULTS
Three quarter of all respondents to
our diversity question on women occu-
pying C-level and board member roles
in ports agree that in the past three
years, they have indeed seen more
women in those.

The recently published Women in
Maritime – IMO and WISTA Interna-
tional Survey 2021 showed that of the
more than 259 board members, from
around 36 port operations and servic-
es companies that participated in the
survey, around one-fifth were women.

Of the women that occupied C-level
positions within port operations and
services companies, most were chief
human resources, followed by chief
financial and chief marketing officers.

Have you seen
women occupy senior C-level and
boardmember roles in your port
or port-related organization in the

past three years?

Which focus area do you consider to be the
most important one that needs to be improved?

Either scan the above QR code or use the web link below
to submit your answer to this month’s reader poll:

bit.ly/3uz0PFR
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In the run-up to the annual World Ports Conference,
the IAPH and IHSMarkit have organized regional work-
shops that aim to set the agenda for the conference.

These workshops aim to identify gaps in port oper-
ations, with the conference aiming to #CloseTheGaps
and issue a call of action.

To identify themain priorities of ports and their
clients, the next magazine poll therefore asks which of
the suggested focus areas do readers consider themost
important one in need of improvement.
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T
he implementation of the IMO
Convention on Facilitation of
Maritime Traffic (FALConven-

tion) is gaining pace in East Africa as
more countries launch national electronic
single-window systems (e-SWS) that
consequently will, for example, improve
maritime business at the region’s biggest
port— the Port ofMombasa.
Kenya, Uganda, and Rwanda have

recently completed the implementation
of their e-SWSs, while Burundi and South
Sudan are at different stages of implemen-
tationwith expectation that the use of
technology in lodging trade documenta-
tion and clearance of shipping informa-
tionwould result in improvement of the
turnaround, cargo dwell, and shipwaiting
times at the Port ofMombasa.

Settingup
Kenya launched the e-SWS project in 2012,
a year before the platformwent live in 2013
with several government agencies on the
platform. It became a one-stop shop for
lodging of all trade permits and approvals.
Initially, the plat-

formhad 21modules
and could receive all
applications for trade
approvals before
routing them to
relevant government
regulatory agencies
for approval.
“Once the approv-

als had beenmade by
the government agen-
cies, the applications
were routed back
through the electronic single window to
facilitate customs clearance processes,”
said AmosWangora, CEO of the Kenya
TradeNetwork Agency (KenTrade), a state
agency under theNational Treasury that
facilitates trade through automation of
the processeswith the use of the e-SWS.
KenTrade has partneredwith Kenya

MaritimeAuthority (KMA), in establish-
ing, implementing, andmanaging the
e-SWSmainly at the Port ofMombasa
that is operated by state firmKenya Ports

Authority (KPA). “TheKenya Customs
Department is able to validate all the
pre-clearance trade permits through
the single-window system that has also
integrated the department and various
government agencies with the Port of
Mombasa. Although the customsde-
partment and e-SWShave distinct roles,
we are slowlymoving toward having one
big system that combines both of them,”
explainedWangora.

Swiftwork
With the introduction of the system, there
has been a notable “decline in the time
taken in processing documents, an in-
crease in compliance, revenue collection,
and visibility of documents across the
supply chain,” saidWangora, who is also
a fellow of theUK Institute of Chartered
Shipbrokers and a certified information
systems auditor.
He said previous studies have shown

the automation of trade procedures
with tools such as the e-SWS reduces
the business processes by nearly 50% as

government agencies
are able to approve
trade documents
continuously.
Furthermore,

maritime lawyer and
Kenya’s shipping and
maritime principal
secretary Nancy
Karigithu added that
the e-SWS “shortens
the time vessels,
passengers, and cargo
take at the port.”

She added, “The longer a ship stays at
the port, themore it costs and there is a
trickle-down effect of the expenses at the
port to the local economy.”
Karigithu, who is also a former direc-

tor-general and chief executive of the
KMA said the new system ensures “all the
agencies, governments or private people,
who have something to dowith the vessel
have one single place that becomes the
single point of truth for all the processes
and the information that is needed.”

Coming together
However, the e-SWS is no panacea in
achieving efficiency in cargo and container
clearance at the port ofMombasa.
“One of the challengeswehave has been
the sheer number of government regu-
latory agencies thatweneed to bring on
board,” saidWangora, adding that “The
number of government agencies is not
even an issue but themultiplicity of roles
by these regulatory agencies is.”
Some of the government regulatory

agencies connectedwith operations at the
Port ofMombasa include the KMA, Kenya
RevenueAuthority, KPA, State Depart-
ment of Immigration, Port Health, Nation-
al EnvironmentManagement Authority,
Kenya PlantHealth Inspectorate Services,
andKenya Coast Guard Services.
He said sinceKenya commenced imple-

menting the e-SWS, “there is a duplication
of processes and regulatory responsibilities
where government agencies sometimes
demand to regulate the same commodity
several times.”This is compounded by “the
fact that each of these regulatory agencies
is levying a fee, increasing the cost of doing
business andhence the need to streamline
business process by relooking entirely at
themandate of the regulatory agencies.”
Moreover, the KenTrade CEO said there

is still a reliance onmanual procedures for
some of the trade processes at the Port of
Mombasa andKenya’s borders.
“The reasonwe still havemanual

processes is becausemany government
agencies have noway in the e-SWS to
make approvals,” explainedWangora.
“It is only the e-SWS cargo releasemod-

ule thatwill facilitate those approvals to
be done online especially once the integra-
tionwith the new customs system is fully
complete,” he added.
Wangora also said, there is some dis-

connect between the documentation han-
dled through the e-SWS and the status in
themovement of the actual cargo.
KenTrade has introduced a platform

“where one can subscribe to a given num-
ber and be able to tell where a lodged doc-
ument is being held and the same thing
needs to happen on the logistics side”.
Despite the teething problems, Kenya’s

transport cabinet secretary James
Macharia is optimistic the e-SWS “will
modernize and automate data collection,
whichwill improve dashboard adminis-
tration and enhance performance
monitoring and evaluation by the public
and private sector agencies”.

Kenya TradeNetwork Agency CEOAmosWangora tellsP&H
about the benefits and challenges of implementing a
single-window system in East African countries
SHEM OIRERE

"Automation of
trade procedures
with tools such as
the e-SWS reduces
business processes
by nearly 50%"

Photo:Kentrade
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PROJECT FOCUS LAMU PORT, KENYA

First call at
Lamu port

The construction of the $5 billion Lamuport
— deemed to be the largest, deep sea port
with viable transshipment capabilities on the
East African coast — has seen one berth in

operation, others delayed, and faces
disruption through terror threats and

environmental NGOs
SHEMOIRERE

T
he new berth in the Port of Lamu, with a length
of 400m, width of 800m, and draft of 17.5 m can
accommodate Panamax and new Panamax vessels

with a capacity of over 10,000 TEU.
It became operational on 5May 2021 after having been

commissioned by Kenya’s President Uhuru Kenyatta.
The inaugural call was made by the Maersk-operated

Cap Carmel on 20May 2021.
The Singaporean container ship was on its way from the

Port of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania to Port of Salalah in Oman.

Pictured: The Cap Carmel calling at the port of Lamu, Kenya.
Photo: Getty Images/Dihoff Mukoto
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Seago Bremerhavel, which was carrying fruit exports from
Kenya to France was the second vessel to call at the new port
on the day the first berth was inaugurated.

Targeting transshipments
Lamu port, located about 240 km north of Mombasa city
along the Indian Ocean’s coastline, is being developed as
a component of the larger $25.5 billion Lamu Port–South
Sudan–Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) corridor, an infrastruc-
ture project proposed to interconnect Kenya, Ethiopia, and
South Sudan. The port targets transshipment business par-
ticularly cargo destined for Tanzania, Mozambique, and the
Indian Ocean islands of Zanzibar, Seychelles,
Comoros, and Madagascar.

The two other berths under phase one
were initially to come online in October
2021, but the deadline lapsed with no official
statement yet on why.

They are likely to be operational, it is
therefore forecast to be any time in 2022.

“The port has been designed to world-
class standards, and with modern facili-
ties, it is expected to be fully automated
making port processes efficient as well as
streamlining cargo handling and clearance
procedures,” said Maina Kiondo, the acting
director general, CEO, and secretary to the
board of LAPSSET Corridor Development Authority (LCDA).
Chinese firm China Communication Construction Company
(CCCC) and project supervision consultant Yashoon Engi-
neering are in charge of the construction of the three berths
over a four-year period at an estimated cost of $689million,
largely financed by the Kenyan government.

The contract dredging and reclamation, construction of
berths and yards, construction of revetment, causeway,

"The two other berths
under phase one were
initially to come online
in October 2021 but
the deadline lapsed
with no official
statement yet on why"

road, buildings, utilities, and procurement of equipment as
well as tug boats.

Kenya Ports Authority (KPA), the owner of the port,
said operations of the three berths are likely to be granted
concession to a private operator while the remaining berths
are to be financed by private sector investors. However, they
have yet been identified under public-private partnership
model. It is envisaged by 2030, the berths will have been
expanded to 24 to include 4 for bulk, 6 for container, 10 for
cargo, and 1 for oil. An additional three berths, one each for
oil products, coal, and LNGwould be constructed at Pate
Island in Lamu area.

The new port is expected to handle imports from the East
African region, particularly bulk and break-bulk cargo such
as grain, steel, and transport equipment while serving as
one of the region’s export gateways, handling agriculture
products and primary industrial products such as processed
wood and livestock products.

Cutting congestion
Originally, the development of the Lamu port was to address
the congestion at the Port of Mombasa, the biggest port in
Eastern Africa, which provides a gateway for exports and im-
ports from and to landlocked Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, and
South Sudan in addition to serving eastern Democratic Re-
public of Congo, southern Ethiopia, and northern Tanzania.

When KPA signed the contract for the three berths at
Lamu port with CCCC in 2014, Mombasa port had reported
phenomenal growth in total cargo throughput and container
volumes over a five-year period.

Total cargo throughput had increased on average of 7.6%
annually from 19.95million in 2011 to 26.73million in 2015
while container volumes had grown on average of 8.7% per
year to 1,076,118 TEU in 2015 from 770,804 TEU in 2011.

Additionally, KPA has partnered with Kenya Revenue Au-
thority, the state tax collector, in unveiling various discounts
onmarine, stevedoring, shore handling, and wharfage

services for international vessels calling at
the Lamu andMombasa ports.

“Shipping lines using the port for trans-
shipment shall be chargedmarine call-
based dues once at the first port of call in
the country, on a specific voyage, at either
Lamu or Mombasa,” KPA said in a statement
in May 2021.

“For the second port call at either Lamu
or Mombasa, they shall be charged 50%of
the gross tonnage–based dues,” the port
operator added.

KPA said customers at the two ports will
also enjoy a 40% discount for stevedoring
services and a 30-day free storage period.

“Similarly, a 40% discount for wharfage and shore-handling
services shall be offered for transit cargo for both loading
and discharging,” KPA added.

“Our current focus is to make Lamu a free port for both
domestic and transshipment purposes in addition to estab-
lishing a disease-free zone in Lamu to support export of
live animals and processedmeat,” said Ukur Yatani, Kenyan
cabinet secretary for the National Treasury.

Pictured: Kenya’s president Uhuru Kenyatta opens
Berth 1 at the Port of Lamu, Kenya. Photo: State House
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Earlier, Yatani had announced the government is allo-
cating $65million for the LAPSSET project including the
remaining phases of Lamu port in the current financial year.

More throughput for the new Lamu port is expected with
the full implementation of the other six LAPSSET corridor
project components, including a high-speed standard gauge
railway linking Lamu to Juba, with links to Addis Ababa and
to Gulu in Uganda, a super-highway network linking Lamu to
southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and the existing road network in
Kenya and Uganda, and an oil refinery.

Environmental versus economic benefits
Construction of Lamu port has raised concerns fromNGOs
that argue the siting of the gateway at Manda Bay, close to
the tourist-destination Lamu Old Town, would compromise
the status of the world heritage site.

According to United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Lamu Old Town “is the
oldest and best-preserved Swahili settlement in East Africa,
retaining its traditional functions and is built in coral stone
andmangrove timber, characterized by the simplicity of
structural forms enriched by such features as inner court-
yards, verandas, and elaborately carved wooden doors.”

Although Kenya hopes to inject between 2%and 3%of
gross domestic product into its overall economywith the im-
plementation of the port project, it is estimated that figures are
likely to increase to between 8%and 10%when all investments
will finally come on board. The NGOs claim the negative effects
of the project are yet to be effectivelymitigated. “The LAPS-
SET project has affected the fish habitat and themangrove
forest that provides breeding ground for fish has been largely
cleared to pave way for ports, depleting the fish population,”
said SalomeNduta, a senior program officer at Kenya’s Na-
tional Coalition of Human Rights Defenders during a previous
media interview.

Moreover, Save Lamu, a local environmental rights group
that has been spearheading campaigns to protect local fish-
eries and communities, said the port project has displaced
several fishers who have not been compensated despite a
directive by the High Court in Kenya to pay them.

“Three years down the line, Lamu fishermen have yet
to be compensated for the losses they have incurred from
Lamu Port,” the NGO said ahead of the commissioning of the
first berth at Lamu port in May 2021. The High Court ruled in
favor of the fishermen’s compensation in April 2018 saying
their livelihoods had been disrupted by the dredging at the
sea to pave way for the Port of Lamu.

“Despite the High Court ruling, construction has continued
unabated even as the community’s traditional fishing rights and
rights to protect their cultural identity have been violated — not
forgetting the right to a clean and healthy environment,” added
Somo.M. Somo, head of LamuCounty BeachManagement Unit.
Nonetheless, the government of Kenya considers Lamu port a
critical pillar of the LAPSSET corridor project connecting the
country to landlocked South Sudan and Ethiopia that are cur-
rently utilizing the ports of Sudan, Massawa, Assab, and Djibouti.

“Eventually, it will connect northern Kenya to the Middle
Belt of Africa, which runs from Dakar, Senegal in the west to
Lamu in the east,” said Kenyatta during the commissioning of
the first berth.

“With one of the deepwater harbors on the east coast of
Africa, LamuPort has the potential to become a premier
transshipment hub for all cargo destined for the continent,” he
added. Kenyatta notedwith Lamu port joiningMombasa port as
a key entry and exit point of cargo, deep into and out of Africa’s
hinterland, Kenya is looking forward to the next phase of the
LAPSSET corridor project connecting the new port and north-
ern Kenya by rail and pipeline links to neighboring Ethiopia,
South Sudan, and other regional states.

“Lamu port is intended to serve the upper northern region
of our country and thewhole objective is to ensure the issue of
marginalization is dealt with once and for all,” he added.

Meanwhile, security remains a key issue in the construc-
tion and operations of the new port as the threat of terror
attacks loom large especially in and around Lamu area.

In early 2020, CCCC suspended the construction works
after an attack by suspectedmembers of the Somalia-based
and Al Qaeda–linked Al Shabab group at a military base
housing US troops in Manda Bay next to the new Lamu port.
“All employees are to leave the site and go home immediate-
ly and wait for the notice to open the site,” said a memo by
the Chinese contractor to its staff after the attack.

As Lamu port is strategically in themiddle ofmajor shipping
routes for global trade, Eastern Africa has the chance to
establish itself as the region’s biggest shipping hub after the
completion of themulti-billion-dollar project.
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G
lobal Mercy, the latest ship to join
the fleet of hospital charity Mercy
Ships later this year, has left the

Port of Antwerp for public showcasing in
Rotterdam. Here, the large civilian hospital
ship will be open to visitors for a first look
until mid-March.

While the ship was docked at the Port of
Antwerp over the past six months, it was
fitted with essential equipment and internal
furnishings, and was prepared for crewing.

“This includes the installation of medical
equipment and IT systems, as well as the
supply and crewing of the ship for its first
mission,” the Port of Antwerp stated in a
press release.

Global Mercy is a unique ship in the pas-
senger class; it is 174 m long, 28.6 m wide,
and has a gross tonnage of 37,000. It has
6 operating rooms, 200 beds, a laboratory,
general outpatient clinics, and eye and
dental clinics. The total area of the hospital
department is 7,000 sq m.

“There is still a bit more to do before the
ship’s crew can finish all the technical kitting
out, so the ship will sail to south Tenerife
for a couple moremonths and then should
arrive for joint celebrations with theAfrica
Mercy in May,” media relations manager for
Mercy Ships Diane Rickard told P&H.

The first placement of the new ship will
be in Dakar, Senegal.

Mercy Ships is an international medical
aid organization providing free medical
care and development projects since 1978.
Ships are staffed by volunteers from over
60 countries, with an average of 1,200
volunteers per year.

A virtual tour of the ship can be accessed
via the Mercy Ships website:

www.globalmercy.org

Pictured: Global Mercy berthed at the Port of
Antwerp for fitting works. Photo: Jonathan Ramael

LOOKOUT HUMANITARIAN AID

Moving ahead
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PERSPECTIVE MITIGATING DISRUPTION

Handling a digital disconnect

F
or operations managers, dealing
with disruptions is a critical part of
their responsibility. A situation

that might start with a delayed arrival or
occupied berth can further escalate until it
impacts across a port’s activities. This could
lead to congestion ashore and various
supply chain problems that have occured in
many important trading hubs in recent
months. Increasing traffic, the pandemic,
and the general unpredictability of weather
are contributing to conditions that can lead
to disruptive events and are acting as
catalysts prompting ports to adopt digital
technologies to help mitigate their effect on
operations and their bottom lines.

One of those ports is Singapore — the
world’s second-busiest container port in
terms of container throughput handled,
according to theWorld Shipping Council, ow-
ing to its connections to around 600 ports
worldwide. It is also the world’s leading
bunkering port. Well-connected ports such as
Singapore provide nodal points in a connect-

edmaritime ecosystem, making it particu-
larly vital that theyminimize disruption and
ensure decongested harbors. This enables
on-time arrivals and departures, reduces
anchorage time and fuel waste, and increases
sustainability of the whole supply chain.

Leading theway
However, it is not just large ports that face
disruption. According to Smart ports in the
Pacific report, published by the Asian De-
velopment Bank in November 2020, when
some of the smaller ports in the region were
studied, it was found that “the implementa-
tion of digital systems tomeasure perfor-
mance and identify bottlenecks contributes
to efficient and cost-effective port opera-
tions, especially in the Pacific context.” It
added that natural hazards also “lead to
disruption of vessel traffic and significantly
impact the reliability of the logistics chain.”

Although disruption is a universal prob-
lem, digital systems and connectivity offer
solutions. As more ports get connected, the

uptake by shipowners and vessels operators
benefiting from those connections will grow,
optimizing their operations and cascading
the positive effect of this evolution across the
whole shipping industry.

Hence, the Maritime and Port Authority
of Singapore (MPA) has been leading the
development and implementation of digital
port clearance technology to improve its
efficiency. In November 2021, it signed a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) to
create a strategic partnership with Wärtsilä
Voyage — a company with amission to use
data and artificial intelligence to improve
vessel performance and efficiency — to use a
coreWärtsilä Voyage technology alongside
its ownmaritime digital platforms and ship-
board systems.

Wärtsilä Voyage’s Navi-Port technology
is being used for just-in-time (JIT) planning
and coordination viaMPA’s digitalPORT and
digitalOCEANS platforms, which have been
established to offer a one-stop port clearance
portal for ships calling at the port. By linking
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Pictured:Mirroring port operations digitally will
improve efficiency. Photo: Getty Images/sezer66
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that portal to services such as Navi-Port, the
platform is now used to coordinate vessel
calls throughout the port for optimal passage
planning.When the partnership withWärtsilä
Voyagewas signed, MPA’s acting director for
IT, Chin Yong, said that it “further solidifies our
commitment towards digitalization to support
port-to-port optimization andmaritime de-
carbonization.” The organizations will identify
synergies betweenNavi-Port solution and, in
particular, digitalPORT to co-develop next-gen-
eration safer and greener smart port solutions.

The project has some ambitious objectives:
to initiate, develop, and promote innovative
solutions that accelerate digitalization; to
foster interoperability in e-navigation and
ship-to-shore secure data communications to
enable port-to-port opti-
mization; and to establish
reliable, cybersafe, and
cost-effective informa-
tion exchange pathways
between ecosystem
partners to increase
operational efficacy.

Surrounding those
main goals, Navi-Port will
provide strengthened
secure data exchanges
between the Port of Singapore and par-
ticipating vessels’ shipboard systems to
further support digitalization in themaritime
industry. The collaboration will also foster

interoperability in e-navigation and enable
marine autonomous surface ship concepts
to be tested. In fact, Wärtsilä already has
experience of operating those in Singapore,
having conducted trials of its IntelliTug in
cooperation with the MPA in 2019.

Get involved
It is important to note that participation is
voluntary soWärtsilä Voyage is workingwith
industry stakeholders, such as its customers
whose vessels would be calling at the Port of
Singapore, to encourage them to participate.

Subject to their consent,
Wärtsilä Voyagewill use
their vessels’ nautical data
to test-bed reliable and
secure information ex-
changes using Navi-Port.
This will help implement
standard application
programming interfaces
between participating
vessels andMPA’s systems
to enable optimal arrival

and departure of vessels from the port.
The MOU enables Wärtsilä Voyage and

the MPA to assess data and cyberthreats to
vessels’ shipboard systems, ship-to-shore

communications system, and MPA’s JIT
operations. This relationship with the MPA
follows other successful applications of
Navi-Port in ports that havemadeWärtsilä
Voyage their partner of choice. At Tanger
Med in Morocco, for example, Wärtsilä Voy-
age is a joint partner in developing a port
management information system, whereas
in Germany, the Hamburg Vessel Coordina-
tion Center and Carnival Maritime worked
with Wärtsilä Voyage to implement a JIT
sailing solution.

Back in Singapore, Wärtsilä Voyage and
the MPA have a long-standing relation-
ship with this MOU following a series of
commercial and research-and-develop-
ment initiatives over the years, such as the
aforementioned IntelliTug project. More
recently — shortly before the Navi-Port MoU
was signed —Wärtsilä Voyage was select-
ed to deliver a navigational simulator for
Singapore’s Center of Excellence in Maritime
Safety, which is a collaboration between the
Singapore Maritime Institute and Singapore
Polytechnic, supported by the MPA.

Underlying all these applications is a
common thread; improving ship-to-shore
coordination. If this can shorten port stays
by as little as 10%, allowing ships to reduce
their transit speed, this will lower fuel
consumption significantly. Wärtsilä
Navi-Port has made it possible with its smart
port technology and JIT solutions.

“Wärtsilä Voyage
uses data and AI
to improve vessel
performance and
efficiency”
CHRIS CHUNG
Director, Wärtsilä Voyage Photo

upperleft:W
ärtsilä

ABOUTTHEAUTHOR

CHRIS CHUNG, director of Digital
Innovation and Strategic Projects
at Wärtsilä Voyage is based in
Singapore. His focus areas include
intelligent vessels, connected
smart ports, cybersecurity and
data analytics. Before joining
Wärtsilä, Chris held leadership
roles in Lloyd’s Register, British
Gas and Telstra.
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F
rans van Zoelen’s involvement
with the IAPH started in the 1990s
when he attended the 1997 annual

conference in London, UK.
The Port of Rotterdam’s lawyer promptly

got involved with the association’s legal
committee, and eventually became its chair
in 2004, serving in this role until the end of
April 2022.

Having also worked extensively with the
IMO’s Legal Committee, it is only fitting that
the committee’s meeting in March at the
organization’s headquarters in Londonmight
be his final outing as the IAPH’s legal advisor
– should COVID-19 restrictions allow him to
travel to London in person.

But the parting legal chair also fondly
remembers the December meetings of the
IAPH Legal Committee in Paris, hosted by
the French Port Association and his IAPH
legal committee chair predecessor Bruno
Vergobbi, then director of the Port of
Marseille. Those were lavishly set in the
beautiful antique building of the French
association at the Place Général Catroux.

On the safe side
In the 30 years that Van Zoelen has worked
with the IAPH Legal Committee, he has seen
and advocated for some important changes
that make it easier to protect the legal
interest of ports.

Namely, making shippingmore safe,
secure, environmentally friendly, and pro-
tecting the legal interests of ports in case of
damages, through the Bunker Convention,
the Nairobi Wreck Removal Convention,
and the preservation of the Civil Liability
Convention and International Oil Pollution
Compensation Funds.

“The IAPH pushed those instruments for
its members to mitigate the effects of the
limitation of liability of ship operators,” Van
Zoelen said.

Other feats of the committee according
to Van Zoelen include, “the creation of the
legal database for relevant instruments and
conventions, and of course the guide
Introduction to Maritime Law for Port Offi-
cials, designed to provide an introduction to
this complex and specialized area of law”.

In this regard, he would still like to see
one important legislation to come into
force. The International Convention on
Liability and Compensation for Damage in
Connection with the Carriage of Hazardous
and Noxious Substances by Sea (HNS)
Convention is an IMO convention created in
1996 and amended by the 2010 HNS Proto-
col. This instrument would be vital for ports
to be compensated for damages caused by
hazardous and noxious substances during
maritime transportation.

However, it has not yet entered into force.
Eight member states – Canada, Denmark,
France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands,
Norway, and Turkey – have signed the 2010
HNS Protocol, subject to ratification.

Currently, Canada, Denmark, Norway,
South Africa, and Turkey are the first states
to have consented to be bound by the
convention. A total of 12 member states are
required to ratify before the convention en-
ters into force. Progress has been reported
by several EU states and it is anticipated that
a number of those states will ratify soon,
according to the IMO.

Van Zoelen therefore calls onmore IMO
member states to ratify or accede to the
HNS Protocol 2010.

INES NASTALI

Time to reflect

IN COURT IAPH LEGAL COMMITTEE

Another issue he has worked extensively
on is the discussion around ships in distress
and places of refuge.

“The concept of places of refuge has
gradually changed. The humanitarian
element is now different as crew can be
rescued via helicopters. Ships have become
much larger with correspondingly, more
cargo and potentially more harm for the
environment. Therefore, it is essential to
keep the IMO Guidelines on Places of Refuge
for Ships in Need of Assistance up to date,”
Van Zoelen explained.

These guidelines are aimed to help steer
one of the biggest conundrums ports could
face. If an ultra-large container ship caught
fire at sea and would need to be brought
into port, the availability of an adequate
and fair decision-making process is crucial.
Further it is very much about critical de
facto circumstances as if there are indeed
resources in the neighborhood to cater
for that situation, to provide adequate and
available resources.

This is also a reasonwhy theHNSConven-
tionwould be helpful to rely on for ports, to
have the confidence that they can seek com-
pensation for damages following an incident.

Work to protect the legal needs of ports
therefore has to continue. Van Zoelen fore-
sees cybersecurity as one crucial element
that will need to be addressed, for example,
by promoting and updating the IAPH
Cybersecurity Guidelines for Ports and Port
Facilities. Other elements are new fuels and
digitalization in general.

With those corresponding to the focus
areas of the IAPH, Van Zoelen commended
the collaborative approach the IAPH has
taken by reshaping its technical committees

With Frans van Zoelen, long-serving chair of the IAPH Legal Committee, retiring in
April, it is time to look at ports’ legal past, present, and future
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I
t is hard to think about the Port of RotterdamAuthority and the
IAPHwithout thinking about Frans van Zoelen. His name has been
intrinsically linked with the development of both organizations for

several decades.
As head of the Port of Rotterdam’s legal department, Frans is at the heart

of the process that transformed the port authority from a semiautonomous
municipal department to a corporate entity, a very complex process that took
more than a decade tomaterialize. The final product has however inspired
reform processes all over the world, shaping port authorities as hybrid enti-
ties that proactively generate business opportunities while keeping the public
interest in mind. Providing inspiration and sharing knowledge with other ports
is what Frans has been doing at IAPH, as chairman of the Legal Committee. In
addition, Frans also took on the responsibility of being our legal counsellor. This
brought another transformation process on his plate, turning IAPH into the
professional voice of the world ports’ community it is today.

Having had the privilege of working closely with Frans for several years, I
truly appreciate his diplomatic skills, resourcefulness, reliability, and commit-
ment to the common good. These have been proven time and time again to be
essential to the operations of IAPH.

On behalf of all members, I want to express my sincere gratitude to Frans and
wish him, his wife Thea, and their son Morris a wonderful and rewarding new
chapter in life!

SUBRAMANIAM KARRUPIAH | IAPH president

A tribute to Frans

to center around risk and resilience, climate
and energy, and digitalization.

For this collaboration to continue, an ac-
tive and creative legal committee is needed.

“I was always amazed by the possibilities
the IAPH committee work offers to learn
about new avenues and legal experiences
in other ports in other parts of the world,
next to serving a bigger cause,” the parting
chair said.

“IAPH as an association has professional-
ized in recent years, and therefore it is quite
logical that earlier hesitating ports are now
becoming amember of the IAPH.”

He added, “The potential of what ports
can get out of it is enormous. Furthermore,
a strong collective voice for the ports sector
requires engagement and commitment of
individual ports. It would neither be sensible
nor fair to remain an outsider and leave this
important work to others,” he told P&H.

Van Zoelen will likely watch these
developments from close sidelines as he is
planning to stay connected to the associa-
tion as well as the world of ports through
different projects.

After the IAPH Legal Database on international maritime conventions impacting on ports
was completed in 2005, Frans van Zoelen realized the need for a more general introductory guide
to various subjects of maritime law that is often complex and difficult for those working in a port to
understand. This initiative resulted in publishing the Introduction to Maritime Law for Port Officials,
which was constantly updated and expanded until January 2020.

As chair of the IAPH Legal Committee, he wrote and spoke for IAPH in international maritime fora,
including the IMO and the French Comité Maritime International. He attended numerous meetings of
IMO’s Legal Committee to represent IAPH views and positions on issue such as places of refuge and
hazardous and noxious substances. For the former, he wrote a very comprehensive and insightful
paper entitled Places of Refuge from a Ports’ Perspective, which remains IAPH’s firm position on the
topic and his pleading to the international maritime community for ratification of the HNS conven-
tion led to its successful entry into force.

He also orchestrated, in a tireless effort, the rewriting of the IAPH Constitution in 2016.

“Work to
protect the
legal needs of
ports has to
continue”

FRANSVANZOELEN
IAPH Legal Committee
chairman

Tangible achievements

Photo:PortofR
otterdam
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For a year now, my
day, in any weather,
starts with Lilibet.
Walking with her
in themorning
charges me with
energy, positivity,
andmotivation,
which really help
me to cope with the
challenges of my
daily work.

After that, I
checkmy emails
and start prepar-
ing for the new
working day. Years
of experience have
preparedme for
any situation with
a short notice,
such as a television
interview or an im-
portant meeting.

I am at work. The
Maritime Transport
Agency is currently
working on several
projects in different
areas, such as
digitization of
services and port
community system
integration, for
example, waste
management and
the employment of
Georgian seafarers.

The agency also
works on seafarers
labor reformwhile
improving the
level and quality
of education
in maritime
educational
and training
institutions, and
increasing access
to maritime
education,
including for girls.

I attend a short
meeting with the
topmanagement.
We pass updated
information in
different directions
on the challenges
we face and what is
being done to solve
standing issues.

I enjoy this
process — crisis
management is one
of those challenges
I had tomaster in
the past 10 years.

I meet with a
working group that
will monitor the
European Maritime
Safety Agency
audit in May 2022.
This process is very
important for us,
so I am personally
involved in this
group.

I am like this
generally; always
giving 100%.
Withoutmaximum
effort, it is
impossible to reach
the goals that are
set for Georgia.

7:
30

9:
0
0

10
:0
0

10
:3
0

ABOUTTHEAUTHOR

TAMAR IOSELIANI is the first
female maritime leader in the
Black Sea region. She joined the
maritime transport sector in 2011
at the age of 22, and in 2018, took
on the director position.

Tamar Ioseliani, director of the
Maritime Transport Agency of
Georgia, takesP&H through a
busy day preparing for future
projects and coordinating
current ones

Nine
to five
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I am in an online
meetingwith
the shipowners
employing Georgian
seafarers and
discussing a joint
initiative.

By 12 pm, we
start themeeting
with the ongo-
ing reforms and
projects in the port
sector. Private sec-
tor operators who
operate in ports
are also often in-
volved, as they also
need to be part of
this system to get
the best results.

Lately I have
been trying to
communicate
with my friends
or family over
lunch, but it often
does not work out.
Time is themost
valuable resource
in my life.

If I manage to
communicate with
my loved ones, it is
a bonus because
by changing the
atmosphere,
we recharge
and get back to
work refreshed;
otherwise people
just burn out in
their routines.

Strengthening the
Georgian flag and
participating in a
working group to
plan and implement
our activities for
the development
of international
maritime
businesses in
Georgia is one of
our priorities.

In 2020, Georgia
introduced signif-
icant tax breaks
for international
companies related
to maritime
businesses.

11:
0
0

13
:0
0

14
:0
0

14
:3
0

Wework on the
reform of seafarers
labor and the
implementation
of theMaritime
Labour Convention
in Georgia together
with the legal
and seafarers
departments,
which oversee the
maritime education
and seafarers
certification system.

Georgia has
significantly moved
closer to European
standards in the
maritime field and
the ratification of
this convention will
fulfil the obligations
under the agree-
ment between
Georgia and the
European Union.

16
:3
0

I discuss staff-re-
lated issueswith
the HRmanager. In
2021, we introduced
a new systemof
self-assessment
and evaluation
and discussed its
impact on employee
performance and
outcomes.

Afterwards,
we have a short
briefing with the
port captains,
and we listen to
information about
the current issues
in the Georgian
ports, and then
I sign important
documents, check
analytical docu-
ments, and plan for
the next day.

18
:0
0

I remindmyself
that it is time to
go home!

However,
sometimes it does
not work out like
that — the lives of
maritime sphere
representatives
change according to
the ocean’s waves.
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Conditionsof portworkers have changed since the
13th century.What startedwithmanpower tounload

ships, developed intowell-organizedoperations
INES NASTALI AND FRANK LENNOX-MILLARD

W
hen looking at the past doings and living
conditions of port workers, there is a lack of
research and insight.
Radhika Seshan, retired professor from the

Department of History at the Savitribai Phule
PuneUniversity and a visiting facultymember

at the Symbiosis School for Liberal Arts, Pune, India, said to P&H,
“First, we find almost no information about port workers and their
lives of the kind that you get in Europe.Whatwe get instead is
information aboutworkers from the caste perspective.”
It seems that in India, the job as dockworker developed from

several different ones. “In Fort St George, for instance, we findmen-
tions of the caste of boatmen – possibly fishermen, or,more likely,
groups that were both fisher-folk andmarginal peasants, working
mostly with coconut. As part of the caste system, their skills would
have come through family teaching only,” said professor Seshan.
Further proof that the job as dockworker developed from

working with the produce that is being shipped is shown in
English andDutch records, particularly of the Coromandel coast.
“It appears that this group of people were also employed to handle
the lading and unlading of ships – a typical feature of this coast is
that there is always high surf, and a continental shelf that prevents
large ships from anchoring close to shore. So, goods were taken
off and put onto ships via smaller boats thatmoved from shore to
ship. Again, the references are to the broad category of boatmen,”
explained professor Seshan.
However, from there, the first structural organization emerged,

according to the retired professor. “Each group of workers was or-
ganizedwithin the caste framework. So, we have indications of the
caste of fishermen, ofmessengers, and of watchmen, and of course
castes of weavers,merchants, and so on.”

Handle
with care

Pictured: Cattle being unloaded near London Docks, 19th century.
Photo: Alamy/World History Archive
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In uncertain times
This line of workwas during good times. During bad
times, an additional group of people joined thework in
ports. Often, not by choice. “At times of famine, a larger
number of peoplemade their way to the ports,
often to sell themselves as slave labor. Unfortu-
nately, we don’t get any information onwhere
theywent after theywere sold as slaves –
whether inland, or overseas to one of themany
areas, which the coasts had contacts,” said
professor Seshan.
Here, we again encounter a lack of informa-

tion into the lives of those souls. “Therefore, we
don’t knowwhat kind of work theyweremade
to do as slaves.”
Meanwhile in Europe, there ismore in-

formation on how the start of the triangular
trade also facilitated slave trade, peaking in
1792 during Britain’s busiest slave trading year
withmore than 400,000 people carried to the
island state. Together with Portugal and Spain, both well-
known seafaring and exploring nations, Englandwas the
main destination for slaves in Europe, but accounted only
for about 5% of slaves destinations, same as North Amer-

ica. More than half of the slaves were taken fromAfrica’s
western coast to Brazil and Jamaica, and 35%were taken
to theWest Indies.

Business opportunities
Interestingly, the same lack of data rings true for the
history of port workers in Europe. Taking England in the
time from 1300 to 1600 as example, the attention –maybe
not surprisingly – centered around another group of

stakeholders, according toDr Craig
Lambert, associate professor in
MaritimeHistory at theUniversity
of Southampton, UK. “Notmuch
research has been undertaken on
port workers asmost of the literature
centers on shippers.”
Dr Lambert’s work focuses on the

study ofmaritime communities,mer-
chant shipping, and naval logistics
between 1300 and 1600.
However, some facts are known.

Similar to the situation in India,many
ports hadwharves,watchtowers, and
buoys. Equally, inmanyplaces, such as
Southampton, therewas also a lighter

service inwhich several small boatswouldunload larger
vessels and ferry the cargo to the shore.Here, equipment
was established. “On thequay side, therewere hoists,
cranes, pulleys,workedbypeople and animals.

Pictured:Workers hoisting up goods at a wharf by the Thames near
Tower Bridge, London, in order to clear merchandise and perishable
goods before a threatened dock strike.

"Maritime trade in
England was
regionalized. Shippers
tended to trade with
adjacent places"

DR CRAIG LAMBERT
Associate professor,
University of Southampton
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Comparatively to today, “therewas a lot of legislation
focused on cargoes and port workers would have to be
aware of this. Each port had two or three customs officials
who checked the cargo and ensured themerchants paid
the correct taxation on the goods they imported and
exported.Merchantswould also fund the use of a crane,”
saidDr Lambert.
Other than the crown’s customs officials, therewould

be local officials, such aswater bailiffs and others, who
collected local charges for using the crane and thewharf.
When a ship arrived in a port, it would often have to be
piloted into the harbors and then the process of unloading
or loadingwould begin.
The port operations system in England during pre-in-

dustrial times, was already quite evolved. “Therewould
beweigh houses, which checkedweights of goods as they
were loaded,manned by customs officials.Therewould
also bewarehouses, whichwould be used to store goods.”
One such good that one nowadays does not find

anymore inwarehouses around the countrywas ivory.
However, during peak times in the 19th century, 200 tons
of ivorywere stored inwhatwould later be known as Ivory
House in St KatharineDocks in central London.The city
was the principal importer of ivory from the coasts of
Africa, dating further back than slave trade.
Making use of ever extending business opportunities,

some ports would be extended so that they contained
docks, shipbuilding facilities, and defenseworks.
“In 15th century Southampton, for example,William

Soper built a dock and storehouse to construct ships for
Henry V. Often, dockswere temporary structures but
underHenry VII, Portsmouthwas developed into a naval
base andHenry VIII addedWoolwich andDeptford in the
16th century,” explainedDr Lambert.

Working relationship
In terms of who else England tradedwith, Dr Lambert
said, “Maritime trade in Englandwas regionalized. Ship-
pers tended to tradewith adjacent places.
For example,most of Bristol’s overseas tradewaswith

Ireland, Spain, and Portugal. However, the vastmajority,
at least 75% of trade, was coastal.TheNewcastle coal
trade, for example, employed hundreds if not thousands of
ships:moving coal down fromNewcastle.”
Trade relationships, just as today, could be impacted

by things such as the Anglo-Spanishwar (1585–1604). “In
such cases shippers had to expand existing routes, forge
new ones, or tradewith the enemy.The latter was possible
by running goods through the Channel Islands or through
French ports,” Dr Lambert explained.
Another challenge that today ismore familiar than any

otherwas environmental change. “Europe underwent
a period of climate change known as the Little Ice age
between 1300 and 1850.This cooled temperatures but also
created a series of extremeweather events and storms.”
Like today in European ports, siltingwas a problem,

Dr Lambert said. Henry VIII and Elizabeth I built a new
harbor at Dover because of silting, and this employed 800
men. Dredgerswere employed to keep channels open and
sometimes ports would bring in outsiders especially engi-

neers from the LowCountries to construct sluices. To this
day, theNetherlands and Belgium are known to be home
to four of the five top dredging companies.

Safety and security
Expertise was also soughtwhen it came to loading the
ship.Whilematerials and designwork have considerably
changed today, the balance of a ship has always been of
utmost importance.
“Each ship would usually carry the goods of dozens of

merchants, so all these had to be unloaded andmarked.
Loading was quite technical as the port workers had to
make sure the vessel was loaded correctly: for example,
themost common type of container was wood casks
or barrels – such as food, wine, oil, fish, cloth etc. – and
these would be placed in the bottom of the ship,” Dr
Lambert explained. He continued, “On the second level,
boxes were stored and on the third level sacks and
canvas bags used to transport flour were stored. Finally,
came ceramics such as container jars.This was an
extremely important job that required the goods to be
loaded and packed with great care.”
And just like today, responsibility lay on one person’s

shoulders. “Mariners on each shipwould usually be
responsible for bringing the cargo on deck, but it was the
shipmaster whowas responsible for ensuring the safe
movement of the cargo from the ship to the shore.”

Workers’ rights
Even after the industrial revolution that brought onmore
equipment to handle the goods, and carts, horses, and
manpowerwas replaced bymore and heavier cranes,
therewere no unions and because of high unemployment
rates, workers could easily be replaced.
Accidents, common in an areawhere therewere no

safety googles orwear such as helmets and full body suits,
happened andno compensationwas paid to theworkers.
In India, “paymentwas fixed, butwas negotiatedwith

the head of the caste, whowas paid, andwho then distrib-
uted themoney among his people.Therewas a fair degree
of unity, and of sharing of knowledge,” professor Seshan
said. “For example, therewas one case in Chennai where
the boatmen said that theywere paid less by the English,
because their fellow castememberswhoworked for the
Dutch got a higher payment,”
Today, computers calculate the load and stability of

the ship and automation has taken on the heavy lifting of
equipment that has changed in size,material, andweight.
However, the captain is still liable for howport workers’

have loaded the vessel that he oversees. His and the rights
of port workers today are being defended by the Interna-
tional TransportWorkers’ Federation aswell as the
International LabourOffice, which publish guidelines and
determine the appropriate standards that should be in
place to ensure safe port operations.

Read professor Seshan’s latest book that she co-authored
with Jan Lucassen,Wage Earners in India 1500–1900:
Regional Approaches in an International Context:

bit.ly/WageEarnersinIndia1500–1900
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IAPH 
INFO

EVENTS TIMELINE 2022

MARCH
IAPH pre-conference workshop Africa

Agenda-setting meeting in preparation for 
the World Ports Conference
 worldportsconference.com

MARCH (16–18)
SELA Meeting of Port Logistics Communities
Status of port activities in Latin America and 
the Caribbean in the context of the pandemic

 sela.org/en

MARCH
WPC pre-conference workshop South America
Agenda-setting meeting in preparation for the 

World Ports Conference
 worldportsconference.com

15 16 22

ESI scores updated and work 
on berth module launched 
As of January 2022, 6,903 vessels have 
been registered with the Environmental Ship 
Index (ESI). Compared with the last update 
from October 2021, 35 fewer vessels are 
now registered. 

Most of the newly added ships score high 
between 40 and 50 points. In the attached 
infographic, the vessels that score above 
20 points have been visualized. With 4,731 
vessels, this makes up most of them.

Recently, the Port of Long Beach, United 
States; the Tomakomai Port Authority, Ja-
pan; and the Port of Açu, Brazil have joined 
the program as incentive providers. 

The ESI identifies seagoing ships that per-
form better in reducing air emissions than 
required by the current emission standards 
of the IMO. The ESI evaluates the amount 
of nitrogen oxide and sulfur oxide that are 
released by a ship and includes a reporting 

scheme on the greenhouse gas emissions 
of the ship. 

In February, the IAPH also commenced 
development plans for an at-berth module 
focussing on the environmental perfor-
mance of, initially, cruise ships, at berth.

All stakeholders in maritime transport can 
use the ESI to improve their environmental 
performance and as an instrument to reach 
sustainability goals. ESI has become the 
standard tool used by the world’s ports to 
reward and incentivize shipowners meeting 
and exceeding IMO emissions standards.

If your port is not yet participating in the 
ESI, find out more about the incentive 
program on the dedicated ESI website or 
contact the team.

 Environmentalshipindex.org
 admin@environmentalshipindex.org

Membership 
notes
We are pleased to welcome new 
regular and associate members of 
the association:

Regular member

SAQR Ports (RAK Ports)

 United Arab Emirates
 +9717 202 5100
 info@rakports.ae
 www.rakports.ae
 Roger Clasquin, CEO

Port Saint John
 Canada
 +1 506 636-5377
 pcopeland@sjport.com
 www.sjport.com
 Craig Bell Estabrooks, CEO

NSW Ports
 Australia
 +61 417 273 423
 marika.calfas@nswports.com.au
 www.nswports.com.au
 Marika Calfas, CEO

Port of Brisbane
 Australia
 +61-7 3258 4888
 info@portbris.com.au
 www.portbris.com.au
 Neil Stephens, CEO

For a full list of new members, including 
associate members, please go to:

 iaphworldports.org

Note: Stacked bars show ESI scores above 20 points, single bar shows ESI score below 20 points Source: IAPH | © 2022 IHS Markit

ESI scores: 1 January 2022 _> 20–30 _> 30–40 _> 40–50 _> 50 < 20
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MARCH
WPC pre-conference workshop Middle/South Asia

Agenda-setting meeting in preparation for the  
World Ports Conference

 worldportsconference.com

MARCH
WPC pre-conference workshop East Asia
Agenda-setting meeting in preparation for 

the World Ports Conference
 worldportsconference.com

MAY (16–18)
World Ports Conference Vancouver

The annual IAPH conference taking place in 
person in Canada

 worldportsconference.com

24 29 16

Q: Which areas will the IAPH Risk and 
Resilience committee focus on in 2022?

A: We will be concentrating on developing a set of 
guidelines for ports on business continuity and risk prepared-
ness within 2022 and overseeing the launch and follow-up of 
the World Ports Tracker starting with the basic elements of 
Pillar I in March 2022.

Regarding the guidelines, a first, generic part targeting the 
management components that need to be in place to address 
risk and resilience, will be investigated. As far as I am concerned, 
this boils down to understanding the threats that ports face but 
also to be aware of what is unknown. Second, we are looking 
into a practical, case study–focused part that would highlight 
how ports responded to real challenges and the lessons learned. 
This is part of our mutual learning, and moving toward a culture 
of sharing lessons learned would benefit us all. We will also 
elaborate on the draft self-assessment tool that was developed 
in view of several surveys that we ran on the resilience level of 
ports. We hope to share several questions and good practices 
with our IAPH regular port members so that they can assess 
themselves on their level of resilience and identify their gaps 
and strengths.

Additionally, we also want to concentrate our efforts on 
climate resilience. To that end, we will continue our support to 
the Navigating a Changing Climate (NaCC) initiative under new 
leadership, by Resilience4Ports. Capacity building on climate 
resilience will be part of the work of NaCC going forward. 

Finally, the Maritime Anti-Corruption Network (MACN) is 
working on developing a Global Port Integrity Platform, with the 
contribution of the academic members of PortEconomics team.  

Q: What are common issues that ports face?
A: Over the past decades, our industry has become increasingly 
complex, interdependent, and efficient. Despite its benefits, 
from a system perspective, ports are also more vulnerable. Fur-
thermore, with the supply chain situation as it is, any event that 

10 years ago would have been a faits-divers, can now lead to fur-
ther congestion. Aside from that, we have the usual suspects of 
cybersecurity (with the same dependence issues), navigational 
incidents and, lest we forget, the effects of climate change that 
we have already seen on the supply chain as a result of storms, 
hurricanes, floods, and droughts. I would argue that resilience 
and minimizing risk is also about sourcing competent staff to 
man our ports, ships, and the wider industry. It is not unlikely 
that this too will be a major challenge sooner than we think.

Q: How do you expect the outcomes of the World Ports  
Conference to shape the agenda of the committee?
A: The committee had agreed on its previous meeting that sup-
ply chain resilience would be one of the topics to be addressed 
as part of the committee’s work program for 2022–23. 

With the 2022 World Ports Conference (WPC) in Vancouver 
focusing on closing the gaps on global ports connectivity, effi-
ciency, and competitiveness, IAPH will have obtained input from 
a series of regional online workshops in collaboration with the 
World Bank to address specific factors that cause gaps in these 
fields per region. Any identified gaps, including on supply chain 
resilience, will then be addressed at the WPC in Vancouver and 
followed up by each of the technical committees. 

Q: What kind of risk and resilience projects does the Port of 
Antwerp focus on?
A: The problem with risk management is that it often takes 
the flavor of the day: today it is pandemics, yesterday it was 
cyber, and the day before it was terrorism. In reality, it is supply 
chain and pandemics and cyberattacks and security risks and 
navigational hazards and extreme climate events. So, I am wary 
of focusing too much on one or the other. It is situational awareh-
ness really that lies at the foundation of resilience.

Q: What kind of collaboration would you like to see between 
the different IAPH committees?
A: Aspects of risk and resilience overlap with many of the 
activities of our other two main committees on climate and 
energy, such as energy transition and alternative fuel risk 
management, among others such as legal aspects of risk, 
diversity in staff, and recruitment policies. There are overlays 
also with the many best practices cited in the projects covering 
risk and resilience in the World Ports Sustainability Program. 
Due to these overlaps, the technical committees of IAPH are 
exchanging and using each other’s expertise as required.

Photo: Port of A
ntw
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The vice chair of the IAPH Risk 
and Resilience committee, 

Niels Vanlaer takes P&H 
through the 2022 priorities 
of the committee
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THEREVIEW
The salvage of the Ever Given, Boskalis

INES NASTALI

Y
ou would think by nowwe know
most details about the incident
that took place on 23 March 2021

in the Suez Canal when container ship Ever
Given got caught up in a sandstorm and ran
aground in the vital trade lifeline.

However, more was going on behind the
scenes than what was publicized.

Dredging company Boskalis, heavily
involved in those efforts through its Smit
Salvage company, has nowwritten up re-
ports fromwhat its team, which it internally
called the Suez 5 — a team of two naval
architects, a commercial manager, master,
and a salvage superintendent.

The book summarizes the events in diary
form, including the thoughts and challenges
that the salvagers had, and combines those
with general information of the Suez Canal
and vessel. This results in not only a very
informative, but somewhat emotional book.

The infrastructure and equipment
involved in getting the ship out of the canal

— while also planning for ways to do so had
Plan A, pulling the ship out after making it
lighter, not worked — is impressive.

While Boskalis acknowledged that “The
Egyptians tackled the situation in a resolute
way,” the sheer force needed for the oper-
ation outweighed the performance of their
equipment. Most of the Suez Canal Authori-
ty’s tugs have a bollard pull of nomore than
45 to 65metric tons. Boskalis’ CEO Peter
Berdowski later revealed that a bollard pull
of 10,000metric tons was needed.

Another interesting insight into the oper-
ation had to do with communications around
the incident. Once Boskalis confirmed it was
involved in the salvage, its PR department
got inundated with calls from global media
mostly interested in knowing when the
vessel will be free again.

Apart from getting the heavy-duty
equipment to the Suez Canal and vessel
designs from the ship owner to create a
3D model, the salvager also had to ensure

its crew can depart from the Netherlands
— not easy during a global lockdown, while
running against the time of the tide.

Even Boskalis CEO Berdowski needed
a written permission slip to justify why he
once was out after 9 pmwhen returning
from a live interview. One that he “was quite
nervous,” about given themedia scrutiny.

With the vessel owner’s chosenmedia
agency in the United Kingdom overwhelmed
with the press influx, Boskalis became
the voice of the operation. The company
estimated that the incident created free
publicity worth approximately EUR250
million in media campaigns.

It is such insights into the workings of the
salvage operation that make the book a
suspenseful page turner, although we
already know the outcome of the drama.
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Buy The salvage of the Ever Given here:
shop.boskalis.com
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For sponsorship:
events.worldportsconference.com/iaph2022

To register and view the agenda visit:
worldportsconference.com

Why sponsor?
Sponsorship of the IAPHWorld Ports Conference
places your company in a position of authority
and enables you to build and strengthen your
relationships and increase visibility to global
stakeholders including shipowners, ports,
logistics providers, local communities, regulators,
equipment providers and related third parties.

16 – 18 May 2022
A world-class, in-person event in Vancouver
bringing together leading port stakeholders to
close the gaps in global seaport competitiveness
#ClosetheGaps

Host Sponsor Presented by

Engagement
Generate new business
prospects and deepen existing
relationships with direct
access to established industry
leaders and new personnel.

Visibility
Benefit from the extensive
range of marketing and public
relations carried out before,
during, and post event, all
incorporating your brand.

Alignment
Align your brand with
the global reach of the
International Association of
Ports and Harbors and gain
exposure to shipowners,
ports, logistics providers, local
communities, regulators,
equipment providers, and
related third parties.

Thought Leadership
Highlight your expertise
and show your in-depth
understanding of the industry
through this global port event.
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Visit ihsmarkit.com/MaritimePortal toenjoyano-risk trial of theMaritimePortal

Maritime Portal
TheOnlySource YouNeed forMaritime
andShipTracking Intelligence.

“What if you could access market-leading maritime solutions in
one place?” We are uniquely positioned to provide a platform which
combines data from our two flagship online products: AISLive and
Sea-webTM. By connecting Sea-web’s comprehensive ship and
ownership data with AISLive’s terrestrial and satellite ship
movement intelligence, the Maritime Portal delivers a powerful
market-leading solution.

Benefits

‒ Integrated products and business intelligence

‒ Actionable maritime information and insight

‒ Global picture of the world fleet, that companies that manage them,
the ports they call at, and their movements and trading history

‒ Designed to streamline your operational workflows

‒ Access to world leading forecasting tools

‒ Only source of unrivalled maritime intelligence you need
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